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	Photoshop CC: The Missing Manual, 9781449342418 (1449342418), O'Reilly, 2013

	
		Photoshop CC is truly amazing, but it can also be overwhelming if you’re just getting started. This book makes learning Photoshop as easy as possible by explaining things in a friendly, conversational style—without technical jargon. After a thorough introduction to the program, you’ll delve deep into Photoshop’s secrets with expert tips and practical editing advice you can use every day.

	
		The important stuff you need to know:

		
			Learn your way around. Take a tour of Photoshop’s workspace and learn how to customize it.
	
			Unlock the magic. Use layers, masks, and Smart Objects to safely edit your images.
	
			Perfect your photos. Learn techniques for cropping, color-correcting, retouching, and combining photos.
	
			Master color. Drain, change, and add color; create gorgeous black-and-whites, partial-color effects, and duotones.
	
			Be artistic. Create illustrations, paintings, and pro-level text; use filters effectively, edit video, and create 3D art.
	
			Share your work. Produce great-looking images for print, presentations, and the Web.
	
			Work smarter and faster. Automate common chores and install plug-ins for complex tasks.
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Fedora LinuxO'Reilly, 2006
 			"Neither a "Starting Linux" book nor a dry reference manual, this book has a lot to offer to those coming to Fedora from other operating systems or distros." -- Behdad Esfahbod, Fedora developer 		

This book will get you up to speed quickly on Fedora...


		

Fail Fast or Win Big: The Start-Up Plan for Starting NowAMACOM, 2015

	Entrepreneurs have long been taught that to be successful, they need to spend months perfecting a business plan and finding investors before they can finally launch their business. But with the marketplace changing at lightning speed, this notion is not only outdated - it's costly. There's no point to building a business in a bubble....


		

Going Corporate: A Geek's GuideApress, 2011

	Going Corporate: A Geek's Guide shows technology workers how to gain the understanding and skills necessary for becoming an effective, promotable manager or sought-after consultant or freelancer.
	
	Technology professionals typically dive deeply into small pieces of technology—like lines of code or the design of...





	

Schaum's Outline of Signals and SystemsMcGraw-Hill, 1995
This powerful study guide gives you 571 problems in signals and systems, fully solved step-by-step! From SchaumÕs, the original study guide, and studentsÕ favorite with over 30 million guides soldÑthis solution-packed timesaver helps you master every type of problem you will face on your tests, from simple questions on linear...

		

Transforming Enterprise Cloud ServicesSpringer, 2010

	Transforming Enterprise Cloud Services addresses the fundamental ideology of Cloud Services and how enterprises in commercial, federal, and defense industries can transform their current information technology and management models to adopt this new method. It goes beyond the mere description of service frameworks in relation to...


		

Thinking in C++, Volume 1: Introduction to Standard C++Prentice Hall, 2000
This book is a thorough rewrite of the first edition to reflect all of the changes introduced in C++ by the finalization of the C++ Standard, and also to reflect what I've learned since writing the first edition. The entire text present in the first edition has been examined and rewritten, sometimes removing old examples, often changing existing...
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